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Best Fit Pattern Matching 

Abstract 

This report shows that dispatching of methods in object oriented languages is in principle the 

same as best fit pattem matching. A general conceptual description of best fit pattem matching 

is presented. Many object oriented features are modelled by means of the general concept. This 

shows that simple methods, multi methods, overloading of functions, pattem matching, 

dynamic and union types, and extendable records can be combined in a single comprehensive 

concept. 

Keywords: best-fit pattem matching, method dispatching, case analysis 

1. Motivation 

One major topic of object oriented programming is specializing method definitions for derived 

classes. Given a set of method definitions for some type hierarchy and a method application to 

a specific object, the method with the most specific domain which fits the type of the object is 

selected for execution. This is exactly the same as is done in best-fit pattem matching known 

from the functional language Hope [Bur80]. In both domains we find the principle of speciali

zation for combining several function definitions. In this report we present some general 

aspects of best-fit pattem matching and .model essential concepts of object oriented systems 

which fit the presented pattem matching scheme. 

Denotational semantics of guarded expressions that may, e.g .. appear in the form of if-clauses 

or overloaded functions, is modelled by 'adding' the semantic functions of the alternatives in 

some appropriate way. We can identify several ways to do this which we will call disjoint sum, 

overriding sum and specializing sum. We characterize these operations as follows: 

Definition ( 1 ): 

Let fand g be some functions . 

1. Disjoint function sum 

(f + g) = f u g; if dom(f) n dom(g) = 0 

J_ ; eise 

1 a. Extended disjoint function sum 

(f + g) = f u g ; Vx E dom(f) n dom(g): f(x) = g(x) 

J_; eise 

2. Overriding function sum 

(f ® g) (x) = g(x) ; if x E dom(g) 

f(x) ; else 

3. Specializing function sum 

(f ffi g) = g ® f; if dom(f) c dom(g) 

f ® g; eise 

Each variant has great impact to the style of programming and is more or less suitable for pro

gramming from a software engineering point of view. The disjoint function sum is the only 
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operation which commutes. Hence, for clarity of programs, it would be nice only to use this 

kind in programming languages, i.e. to have distinct cases in guarded expressions, case expres

sions andin pattern matching. E.g., the factorial function could be defined asfac(n) = if (n=O) 

then 1 elsif (n:t=O) then ... .fi rather than using the keyword eise for the second branch. Unfortu

nately, it is not decidable in general whether predicates are defined on disjoint domains. Restric

tion to predicates with decidable domains may overcome this problem, at least for most 

expressions with alternatives. Patterns (without guards) are an example for such predicates and 

constitute tests on the structure of values. With respect to extendability of programs disjoint 

sums require a tot programming overhead in adding new alternatives. E.g., adding a new alter

native for (n= 7) to the previously defined function fac requires the predicate (n:l=O) to be 

replaced with (n:l=O and n:t=7). lt is clear that the new alternative shall replace the old definition. 

Hence, it is superftuous to repeat this intention in the predicate. The overriding sum which is 

the basis for alternative expressions in nearly all programrning languages (if-statements, first

fit pattern matching) gives a suitable solution for this problem, but requires the programmer to 

give the alternatives in the right order. E.g., in the expression if(n:l=O) then ... elsif (n=7) then 

.. . .fi the first alternative would totally mask the second one. This problem can be avoided with 

the specializing sum, as is actually done in redefinitions of methods in object oriented lan

guages andin best-fit pattem matching. As we will point out, best-fit pattern matching offers a 

scheme for analysing and testing the semantics of alternative expressions and is a technique that 

can be used in compilers or preprocessors to transforrn best-fit into first-fit expressions. We will 

investigate how to make the specializing function sum a commute operation and show how this 

can be used in reasoning about guarded expressions. 

2. Properties of patterns 

Let us first have a look at the properties we expect patterns to have. From an algebraic point of 

view a pattern is a terrn that contains free variables. Pattern matching is the process of finding 

a substitution for a pair (term, pattern) such that the substitution applied to pattern equals term. 

Forrnally: 

Definition (2): 

Let v be some terrn, p a pattern, o a substitution. Finding the result of match is called pattern 

matching, where match is defined as follows: 

match(v,p) = o; if (3o: o(p) =m v) 

.l; eise 

where =m is some equivalence relation. 

Since we are going to use pattem matching in a programming language which we expect to be 

deterrninistic, match must be decidable and its result unique. Suppose matching the pattem i+j 

with value 3. Since there is more than one solution for i+j=3, matching would be nondetermin

istic. Hence, the equationf(i+j) = i would not define a unique result. 

Because we want to reason about the domains of patterns, we require a set Pat of patterns to 

fulfil some properties which we will motivate in this section. All required properties are listed 
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in definition(7). First we define the domain of a pattern: 

Definition (3) : 

Let p be a pattern. Then the domain of p is 

dom(p) = { v 1match(v,p)--t1-} 

For semantic tests variable names are irrelevant with respect to nonlinearities. For this reason 
we introduce the following 

Definition (4): 

Let P1 and p2 be pattems. p1 equals p2 with respect to renammg of variables 

(written p1 ""p2), if there exists some substitution cr with cr(p 1) = p2 and 

Vx,y E dom(cr): cr(x)=cr(y) => x=y 

Throughout the rest of the report we regard sets of patterns with respect to renaming of var

iables and use appropriate set operations. We use the term "structural equivalence" for:::: as 

a synonym. 

As we will see later, problems arise from patterns with overlapping domains. We introduce the 

terms overlap, overlap pattem and critical overlap. These terms are weit known from term 

rewrite systems [KB70],[Hue80] and need no further explanation here. 

Definition (5): 

Let p, p1 and p2 be patterns. A set d is called an overlap of p 1 and p2, iff 

d ~ dom(p 1) n dom(p2) --t 0 

p is called an overlap pattern of p1 and p2, iff 

dom(p) ~ dom(p 1) n dom(p2) --t 0 

An overlap of p 1 and p2 is critical, iff 

-,( dom(p 1) ~ dom(p2) v dom(p2) ~ dom(p 1)) 

We write crit(p 1, p2, p), iff p is a critical overlap pattern of p1 and p2 

We will see in the next chapter that problems arise only from patterns with overlapping 

domains. These problems are solved if for every critical overlap there is a pattem covering the 

overlap. Such sets of patterns are called to be complete: 

Definition (6): 

A set P of pattems is complete, iff 

(Vp 1, p2 E P: p 1 and p2 have critical overlap d => (3P' ~ P: Uperdom(p) = d)) 

Decidability of inclusion and intersection of domains of pattems is the most important criterion 

for pattems. Match must be uniquely decidable because nondeterminism destroys referential 

transparency in functional languages. Patterns with empty domain have no effect on function 

definitions and therefore are not allowed. Domain subsumption must be decidable such that the 

specializing function sum can effectively be computed, and determination of overlaps is needed 

to guarantee that the specializing sum is deterministic, as we will see in the next chapter. Two 

rather complicated criterions (4 and 5) in definition(7) address the topic of pattem set comple

tion. Every set of pattems that is not complete should be completable by some finite set of pat

tems. This is necessary to allow incremental definitions of pattem sets. Otherwise there could 
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be some function definitions that cannot be extended. 

Definition (7): 

A set Pat is a legal set of patterns, iff all following properties hold: 

1. Matching is decidable and unique: 

Vp E Pat: Vv E U: Vcr1,cr2 substitution: (match(v,p)=cr1 /\ match(v,p)=cr2) ==> (cr1 = cr2) 

2. There are no patterns with empty domain: 

Vp E Pat: dom(p) :/:. 0 is decidable 

3. Domain subsumption is decidable: 

VP,P' k Pat: (Uperdom(p)) k (Up·ep·dom(p')) is decidable 

4. There are finitely many overlaps of two pattems: 

Vp,p' E Pat: (dom(p) n dom(p') = d :/:. 0) ==> 
C3P k Pat: Uperdom(p) = d) /\ IPI E IN and Pis decidable 

5. There are no infinite sequences of critical overlaps 

-(l:(po, Po'), (P1> P1 '), (p2, P2'), „.) E (Pat x Pat)*: 

Vi ~ 0: crit(pi, Pi', Pi+i) /\ crit(pi, Pi', Pi+1 ') 

Example ( 1 ): The set Term of all weil forrned terrns in an one-sorted algebra is a legal pattern 

set. 

Sketch of proof: The construction of dom(t) for any terrn t is straight forward, matching is 

decidable and unique, with every ground substitution er there is at least cr(t) in dom(t), i.e. 

dom(t) is not empty for all t, domain subsumption can be deterrnined with an appropriate 

extension of terrn subsumption (similar to the one we present in Chapter 5), and overlaps 

can be uniquely computed with unification. This also implies that property (5) holds, since 

for every pair(p;. P; ') E ( Pat x Pat) * that have a critical overlap there is exactly one pattern 

covering the overlap. Since there are at least two patterns required for building an infinite 

sequence of overlaps, there is no such sequence. 

In the next example we give a set of patterns that allow infinite sequences. 

Example (2) : 

Let Pat = { Pi 1 i ~ 0 } u {Pi' 1 i ~ 0 } where 

dom(pi) = { 2i } u IN2(i+I) 

dom(pi') = { 2i + l } u IN2(i+I) 

INj = { i 1 i E IN/\ i > j } 
Then two elements of Pat have at most two overlapping patterns that cover the overlap and 

( (pi, Pi') )i is an infinite sequence of critical overlaps. 

We show that properties 4 and 5 of definition(7) are sufficient to guarantee that every set of pat

terns can be completed with finitely many pattems. For this we introduce some more terms and 

give a theorem that describes the process of deterrnining all missing patterns of a set of pattems. 
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Definition (8) : 

The subset of most general patterns of any set of patterns P is defined as 

max(P) = { p 1 p E P" -{3p' E P: dom(p) c dom(p')) } 

The set of most general critical overlaps of any set of patterns P is defined as 

crit(P) =max{ p 13p1,p2 E P: crit(p 1,p2,p) } 

Let P be a set of pattems and Pi 

Po= p 

Pi+I = crit(Pi) 

Then P and L\P are defined as 

P oo = (Uie N Pi) 

L\P=P00 -P 

Theorem ( 1 ): 

Let Pat be a set of legal patterns, P a finite subset of Pat and Pi, P 00 and L\P defined as in 

definition(8). Then the following holds: 

Proof: 

(1) 3i: pi= 0 

(2) P 00 is complete 

(3) IP 001 E 1N 

( 1 )Suppose Vi: Pi t:- 0 . Let Pi.p = { p' 1 p' E Pi" dom(p') ~ dom(p)} for all p E P. Then there 

must be some 7t E P with Vi: Pi.lt t:- 0, because all critical pairs of Pi,x are members of Pi+l,x 

and thus (Pi.x = 0) => (Vj > i: Pj = 0). The following holds: Vi > 0: IPi,itl ~ 2, because oth

erwise there would be some k > 0 with Pk,it = {pk}. Since there is some Pk+I E Pk+l•it, there 

must be a Pk' E Pk.q for some q t:- 7t with crit(pk, Pk', Pk+ 1). This situation is illustrated as a 

graph in which every edge denotes domain subsumption of patterns: 

Pk-t.it= { Pk-t• ··· } Pk-t.q= { Pk-t'· ···} 

1 1 
{pk} Pk.q ={pk', ... } 

1 

Pk+l.it= { Pk+I• ···} 

With Pk-I E Pk-l,it and Pk-t' E Pk-l,q which both must exist since Pk and Pk' are both critical 

overlaps of some pattems, crit(Pk-I• Pk-I ', Pk') holds which implies that Pk+I E Pk.it· This 

contradicts Pk,it = { Pk}. Hence Vi > 0: IPi.itl ~ 2. 

Now it is easy to construct an infinite sequence according to point 5 in definition(7) which 

contradicts to Pat being a legal pattem set. Hence, 3i: Pi= 0holds. 

(2)Let Pi E Pi and Pj E Pj have critical overlap p. If i = j then p E Pi+! by definition. If i t:- j 

then there is some Pi' E Pi with dom(pj) c dom(pn. There must be some Pi+! E Pi+I with 
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dom(pj) c dom(Pi+J ). This pattems solves the critical overlap, hence P 
00 

is complete. 

(3) P0 is finite. Since two critical overlaps are solved by finitely many pattems and finitely 

many pattems have finitely many overlaps, each Pi is finite. Since there is some k e lN with 

Pk = 0 which implies that Vj > k: Pj = 0, P 00 is a union of finitely many finite sets which 

implies that P 00 is finite. 

0 

Remark: 

The theorem( 1) states that the completion algorithm is correct and terminales, that P 
00 

is a 

complete, finite superset of P and hence, every finite subset of Pat is subset of a complete 

finite subset of Pat. 

3. Function equations and overlapping domains of equations 

In this section we are going to define the semantics of a set of equations that define a function . 

Such a set is called a function definition. An equationf p = b consists of a function identifier f, 
a pattem p and a body b which constitutes the value of an appropriate function application. The 

domain of the equation is determined by the domain of the pattem. For this reason we will use 

the terms pattem and equation interchangeably. We use the specializing function sum for defin

ing the semantics of a function definition. If we have a set e of equations, a semantic function 

Sand a value v to which the function defined by e shall be applied, we expect S~ e l}v tobe equal 

to S~ eq l}v, iff eq E e with -,(3eq'e e: dom(S~ eq' I}) c dom(S~ eq I})). Unfortunately, simple 

adding of functions does not always give a unique and correct result. E.g. suppose three equa

tions A, B, and C with overlapping domains as illustrated in the following picture: 

(] 
' @ A B C 

lt is obvious that A and B have an overlap and C covers the overlapping domain. There are three 

ways to combine A, B and C with ©: 

-.(1) 

~ 
~2) 

( 1) is a result of (A©C)©B or (C©A)©B, (2) is a result of (AEBB)EBC or (BEBA)©C, and (3) is a 

result of (B©C)EBA or (CEBB)©A. (2) is the combination we want to have since it is the only one 

in which all three equations have an effect. We have to extend the specializing sum to be n-ary 

in a way that it combines functions with largest domains first: 
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Definition (9) : 

Let e be a set of functions and 

fmax(e) = { eq 1 eq E e A -,(3eq'Ee: dom(eq) c dom(eq')) } 

Then the specialized sum öf all functions of e is defined as 

EB e = ( ®refmax(e)f) ® (ffi(e - fmax(e))) 

lt should be clear that ® fe fmax(el does not denote some unique value in definition(9). Since we 

expect function definitions in programs tobe non-ambiguous, we need some criterion that guar

antees the uniqueness of EB. Ambiguities in the definition of EB are introduced by functions 

with partially overlapping domains. These ambiguities disappear if for every critical overlap of 

some set of equations e there is an equation in e covering exactly the overlapping domain, i.e. 

ambiguities disappear if e is complete. We define the best-fit semantics for complete sets of 

function equations and give a theorem for the soundness of the definition. 

Definition (10): 

Let e = { f(p)=b 1 f E F, p E Pat(P,F,V) } be a set of equations defining some function f, 

S be a semantic function and 

fs = { S ( f(p)=b D 1 (f(p)=b) E e }. 

An equation e 1 is said tobe more specific than an equation e2, iff dom(e 1) ~ dom(e2). 

S ( e 1 is defined as 

S ( e 1 = E9 fs ; if e is complete 

= ..L; eise 

Theorem (2): 

Let e be a complete set of equations. Then S 1 e 0 is weil defined and the following holds: 

1. dom(S ( e ß) = Ueq e edom(S 1 eq ß) 
2. v E dom(S 1 e ß) ~ (::JeqE e: v E dom(eq) A (S( e Ov = S( eq ßv) 

A -,(::leq'E e: v E dom(eq') A dom(S( eq' 0) c dom(S( eq 0)))(~~) 

Proof: 

1 . . dom(S 1 e ß) = Ueq e edom(S 1eq0) by construction 

2. Let v E dom(S 1 e O) be some value. According to ( 1) there exists an eq E e such that 

v E dom(eq) A (SI e ßv =SI eq ßv) holds. We show (*) and that S 1 e U is weil defined 

by induction over the recursive definition of E9. 

(a) If fmax(e) = e, then (*) holds by definition of fmax. We now show that eq is the only 

equation with v E dom(eq). Suppose eq' E e with v E dom(eq'). Since e is complete, 

eq = eq', because eq and eq' having a critical overlap would cause e-fmax(e) tobe non

empty, which is a contradiction to the hypothesis. Hence, S ( e 1 is well defined. 

(b) Let the theorem hold for mf=(e - fmax(e)). This is possible since removing some max

imal element from a complete set of functions does not destroy the property of com

pleteness. The proof is left to the reader. 

If v E dom(E9mf) , then the theorem holds since ®mf overrides the definitions of 

fmax(e). 
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lf v E dom(fmax(e)) - dom(ffimf), then (*) holds. Suppose eq' E e with v E dom(eq') . 

Since e is complete, eq = eq', because eq and eq' having a critical overlap would cause 

v tobe an element of dom(ffimf), which is a contradiction to the hypothesis. Hence, the 

theorem holds. 

0 

4. Hidden equations 

In the last chapter we discussed problems with equations that are more specific than others. We 

prevented such equations from being overridden by using a semantic that takes the domains of 

the equations into account. A similar overriding problem exists for equations that are totally 

masked by some more specific equations. Formally 

Definition { 11 ): 

Let P ~ Pat. p E P is called hidden in P, iff 

3P' ~ P: Vp' E P': dom(p') c dom(p) /\ Up·epdom(p') = dom(p) 

The set hidden(P) denotes the subset of all hidden pattems in P 

Fortunately, hidden equations have no effect on the defined function and the completeness 

property of function definitions; they are dead code in programs and should be avoided. In the

orem( 4) we show that removing hidden pattems has no impact on the defined function. Hence, 

not considering hidden equations does not change the semantics of programs. A short example 

demonstrates the problem: 

Example {3): 

Let bool = { true, false} and Pat = { boolp, truep, falsep} with 

dom(boolp) = bool, dom(truep) = {true} and dom(falsep) = {false}. Let 

( =m) = { (boolp,true ), (boolp,false ), (truep, true ), (falsep, false) } . 

Theo Pat is legal and the definition 

{ f truep = 1, f boolp = 2, f falsep = 0 } 

is complete, but the equationf boolp = 2 is totally masked by the other ones. 

Theorem (3): 

Let e be a complete set of equations. Then 

S ( e g = S ( e - hidden( e) 1 

Proof: 
i) Let v be some value such that there is no e1 E hidden(e) with v E dom(e1). Theo S ( e ß v 

= S 1e-hidden(e)1 v holds. 
ii) Let v E dom(e1) for some e1 E hidden(e). Then there is an e2 E e with v E dom(e2) and 

dom(e2) c dom(e1). Since e is complete, there is some e3 E e with v E dom(e3) and dom(e3) 

c dom(e2), such that there is no e4 E e with dom(e4) c dom(e3) and v E dom(e4). Hence, 

S ( e 1 v = S 1 e3 I v and e3 ~ hidden(e), which implies S 1 e ß v = S 1 e-hidden(e) ß v. 

0 
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5. Patterns in a type hierarchy 

In this section we discuss some syntactic and semantic features of pattems and model essential 

concepts of hierarchic type systems. We regard our notation to be abstract in the sense that we 

expect the presented concepts to be written in a particular language in a more elegant way. We 

address the topics of defining subtypes by extending record types [Wir88] and defining some 

sort of union types. We show how type compatibility by type name and type structure can be 

modelled and investigate typechecking pattems, finding normal forms of pattems, deterrnining 

domain inclusion of pattems, and computing overlaps of pattems. 

We start with algebraic structures in a sort hierarchy which allow computation of overlaps by 

unification [SN87] and introduce some modifications to guarantee decidability of unification, 

domain inclusion, and uniqueness of matching. For decidability, we will only regard regular 

type hierarchies, i.e. type systems in which for every term there exists exactly one most special 

type. 

We will match pattems with ground terms that consist only of constructor functions. Hence, we 

will have constructor functions in our pattems. Each constructor function may have several, at 

least one declaration of the same arity. In this way we allow for generic constructors. For vari

ables resp. (generic) constructors we provide type annotations in pattems to restrict their 

domain. If tp is some type, x a variable andf a constructor, then xtp andfrp( ... ) are pattems that 

match appropriate values of type tp. 1 This is equivalent to introducing sort tp in some algebra 

with variable xtp and function symbolftp being of sort tp. We permit nonlinear pattems (varia

bles may appear more than once in a pattem) and so called as-pattems which allow aliasing of 

variables with pattems. If p is a pattem and v a variable then v@p is an as-pattem. The domains 

of p and v@p are the same. As-pattems are a useful tool for programming although they do not 

increase the expressive power of pattems. 

We define the set of all pattems as follows: 

Definition ( 12): 

Let P be a set of type predicates, F be a set of constructor functions and V be a set of vari

ables. 

Let v E V, p E P, f E F. Then Pat(P,F,V) is defined as 

1. Variable pattem 

v P E Pat(P,F, V) 

l. In a very general setting every monadic predicate can be seen as a type annotation. However, we have 

to distinguish the terms predicate and type, since types resp. sorts are introduced in the algebra which 

defines the value space of our programs, whereas the mentioned predicates are not. They are even not part 

of ground terms defined by the algebra. We can additionally allow for type predicates that constitute 

union types. Actually, we do some research in allowing predicates in general that fit definition(7). 
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2. Structured pattern 

fp(P1, „., p0 ) E Pat(P,F,V) ; if Pi E Pat(P,F,V) /\ f is n-ary 

3. As-pattern 

vp@fp(PJ• „., p0 ) E Pat(P,F,V); if fp(Pi. „., p0 ) E Pat(P,F,V) 

Remark: 

We ihtroduce some shorthand notations for pattems. We define the predicate 't(x) to be a 

tautology. Fora variable v and some constructorfwe simply write v resp.fto denote vt and 

ft· With Pi E Pat, p E P and tuple constructor functions tup2, tup3 etc. we write p(p bPi) resp. 

p(pbp2,p3) to denote tuple pattems tup2/pbp2) and tup3/pbp2,p3) and so on. Again, we 

omit p if p = 't. We use standard list constructors cons and nil, and use the infix operator :: 

for cons and brackets [ and ] to build lists. 

Now we will take a closer look at finding the matching substitution. Matching a variable with 

some value yields a substitution that maps the value to the variable. Matching a constructor pat

tern with a value of appropriate type is continued in matching the values combined by the con

structor to the corresponding subpattem. l.e., the inverse function of the constructor is applied 

to the value, which is matched with the pattem. A matching substitution exists only if the result

ing substitutions for each constructor component can be combined to a single substitution with 

extended disjoint function sum. In this way nonlinear pattems can be allowed. 

Definition (13): 

Let proji(v1, .„ , v0 ) = vi for 1 ~ i ~ n and proji,f = proji 0 f- 1 
. 

Let id E V, p E p and f E F. 

match(v, idp) = { (id ~ v) } ; if p(v) 

match(v, fp(p 1, „., p0 )) = +i=l..n match(proji,t<v), Pi); if v E dom(f) /\ p(v) 

J_; eise 

match(v, idp@fp(p 1, „. , p0))= +i=l..n match(proju{v), Pi) u { (id~v)}; if VE dom(f) /\ p(v) 

J_; eise 

As motivated and proved in detail in [Hue80], critical overlaps can be determined by unifica

tion. Since we have many sorted pattems we will use order sorted unification [SN87]. In con

trast to the systems mentioned above we do not test critical pairs for conftuence. Instead, we 

give an equation that specializes the critical overlap. Both, unification and domain inclusion 

will be defined over the structure of pattems. Hence, unifiable pattems and overlapping patterns 

must have a similar structure. Unfortunately, this is not necessarily the case for as-pattems as 

demonstrated in the following example: 

Example (4): 

Let x and y be variables. lt is obvious that the following equality holds: 

dom( y@(O::x) :: y) = dom( (O::x) :: 0 :: x ). 

To overcome this problem we introduce a normal form for pattems. Unifying a pattern 

pat E P(0,F,V) with a variable x that does not occur in pat gives a solution for the aliased pat

terns in pat and thus defines a normal form. Hence, we can remove as-pattems which shows 
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that as-pattems are a syntactic feature. Failure of unification indicates that dom(pat) = 0, i.e. 

pat is not a legal pattem. Therefore, unification can be used to deterrnine consistency of pat

tems. In the following discussion we will only regard type consistent pattems that do not con

tain aliasing. 

The introduced notation for pattems is sufficient to model structural and name equivalence of 

types, union types for which the type dynamic that comprises all values of all types is a prom

inent example, and extendable record types in an implicit and explicit type hierarchy. For name 

equivalence we just have to introduce some type predicate that does not overlap with other 

predicates. Structural equivalence holds for all pattems that are not constrained by such a pred

icate. A union type is introduced by some predicate that is composed of some other type pred

icates. We will use union types to model explicit record hierarchies. For doing this we first 

model extendable records in an implicit type hierarchy. We regard the presented solution to be 

some practical subset of the record theory introduced by Cardelli [CM9 l]. In particular we 

remark that our concept gives a solution for the method specializing concept that Cardelli men

tioned tobe still missing in his theory. For all records we introduce one constructor function rec 

who's arity equals the number of different record fields used in the whole program, each record 

field corresponding to some fixed position of the constructor. We represent an absent field by a 

fresh variable, a present field by its value applied to a special unary constructor functionfid. We 

regard this representation to be a theoretical model of some more efficient implementation. 

Example (5): 

Let a,b and c be all record fields used in some program. Then the two record pattems 

{ a=3, b=4, .. } and { b=x, c=x, .. } 

written in ML style [Mil85] correspond to the pattems 

rec(ftd(3), ftd(4), y) resp. rec(z, ftd(x), ftd(x)). 

lt is obvious that unifying the two pattems yields record { a='3, b=4, c=4 } which is the only 

record that matches both pattems. 

For modelling named record types in an explicit type hierarchy there need only some predicates 

additionally tobe defined for the types. The predicates of supertypes comprise all subtype pred

icates and thus form some sort of union type. To make the predicates decidable, each instance 

of a named record type (don't mess this up with record pattems) is tagged by a bit vector which 

encodes record type membership of the record. For each record type there exists an entry in that 

vector indicating whether the record belongs to that type or not. 

Example (6): 

Let types Rand T be the only record types of some program and defined as follows (using 

Oberon2 notation): 

TYPE R = RECORD a:INT END; 

TYPET = RECORD (R) b:INT END; 
Then R and T are predicates that we can use in pattems. Type consistent pattems are then 
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recR(ftd(3), x) and recT(ftd(y), ftd(4)) . 

A 2-bit vector is needed to encode record type membership. In this example we choose the 

first position of that vector to correspond to type R. Instances of R and T might then be for 

example: 

rec( ( 1,0), 3, * ) (in ML style: R { a=3} ) 

rec( (1,1), 5, 4) (in ML style: T{a=5, b=4}) 

As we have seen, many features of object oriented languages can be modelled with terms in a 

many sorted ordered algebra. We can identify overlaps of two patterns with order-sorted unifi

cation if the algebra which defines our patterns is regular, i.e. there exists exactly one most spe

cial type for each pattern and the type hierarchy is a partial order. The first property holds by 

definition of Pat. The properties listed in definition(7) have also to be fulfilled. Uniqueness of 

matching is guaranteed if we provide only constructor functions . The set of most general uni

fiers in order sorted logic is finite [SN87] which fits criterion 4. lf we consider only finitely 

many types there are no infinite sequences of overlaps, hence criterion 5 holds. Computation of 

domain inclusion can be defined on the term structure of patterns. Problems arise from variables 

that appear more then once in a pattern. E.g., consider the patterns tup(x,y) and tup(x,x) which 

are structural equivalent, but have different domains, because the nonlinear variable x restricts 

the domain of the second pattern. This motivates that nonlinearities must separately be consid

ered. We will do this by comparing sets of pattern positions, that are syntactically equivalent. 

Formally: 

Definition (14): 

Let p E Pat(P,F, V) without aliasing. Then the set O(p) is the set of all positions of p: 

l. O(v) = {O} where r/O = v, if v E V 

2. O(fq(p 1, . .. , p0 )) = { i.x 1 1 ~ i ~ n /\ x E O(pi) } u { 0, ... , n} 

where fq(p 1, ••• , p0 )/0 = fq and fq(p 1, •• • , p0 )/i =Pi for 1 ~ i ~ n 

if f E Fand q E P and Pi E Pat(P,F,V) 

Definition ( 15): 

Let p E Pat(P,F,V) without aliasing. The set same(p) of positions of p that are syntactically 

equivalent is defined as follows: 

same(p) = { (i,j) 1 Vi,j E O(p): p/i = p/j /\ i-:/"- j } 

We can now define domain inclusion recursively on the structure of a pattem. 

Definition C 16): 

Let v, v' E V, f E Fand p, p' E P. Structural inclusion ~s for two patterns without aliasing 

holds if one of the following cases holds: 
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iff dom(p) k dom(p') 

iff dom(p) k dom(p') 

iff (Vi: l ~ i ~ n: Pi ~s p\) A dom(p) k dom(p') 
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Theorem ( 4): 

Let p l, p2 E Pat(P,F, V) without aliasing. Then the following holds: 

dom(p 1) k dom(p2) iff p 1 ~ p2 /\ same(p2) !:: same(p 1) 

Proof: (sketch) 

Since variable-patterns vp match all values val with val E dom(p), the theorem holds for all 

cases according to points l and 2 in definition( 16). 

Let pl = fp(p,, ... , Pn) and p2=fp·(p' 1, ••• , p' n). If dom(pl) k dom(p2) then it is easy to see 

that p l $ p2 holds. In addition, there must be at least as much equal subpatterns in p l than 

in p2 because otherwise there would be some value matchir:ig p2 and not p l. On the other 

hand, if p 1 $ p2 and same(p2) k same(p 1) then dom(p l) k dom(p2) holds. 

0 

6. Related and Future Work 

Best-fit pattern matching was introduced by Field [Bur80], [FHW88]. He provides very few 

and simple concepts in patterns. Multi methods are described in [Bob86]. There is a Jot of work 

addressing method dispatching for simple and multi methods. The principle of dispatching sim

ple methods is described by Wirth in [Wir88]. This scheme become more complicated if mul

tiple inheritance is provided. This topic is addressed by Stroustrup in [Str87]. Dispatching of 

multi methods is even worse and described for example in [Ing86]. Ingalls provides a scheme 

to model multi methods with simple methods. His idea is the basis for the implementation of 

the concepts presented in Chapter 5 which is described by Hofmann in [Hof94]. A lambda cal

culus for overloaded functions is presented in [Tsu94]. Implementing classes with (extendable) 

records is described by Wirth [Wir88]. A theoretical concept for records and operations on them 

is presented by Cardelli [CM9 l]. Records with subtyping can also be found in [JM88]. 

The concepts presented in Chapter 5 are integrated in the functional language Refus [Epp92]. 

This language provides type annotations only in a very traditional way. We suggest to introduce 

type predicates in a more general way such that e.g. predicates odd and even can be used in pat

terns. Another extension would be to allow users to define predicates which they can use in pat

terns. The user would be required to give axioms that state that the predicates are suitable for 

patterns. A new unification algorithm and normalization algorithm will have to be developed, 

if predicates depend on relationships between parts of structured values. A simple example of 

such a relationship are nonlinear patterns which made normalization of patterns necessary in 

the case of aliased subpattems. Nonlinearities had also effect on determining domain inclusion 

of patterns. Furthermore, defined functions could be provided in patterns which would make 

knowledge of the corresponding inverse function necessary. An example ~re 'n+k' pattems in 

Haskell [HJW92] which match on all numbers v greater than k binding variable n to the value 

v-k. 

7. Conclusion 

We presented a concept for best-fit pattern matching that subsumes the concepts for dispatching 
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multi methods, specializing methods and overloading functions in general. We showed that 

essential object oriented concepts fit the presented scheme. We gave a concise denotational 

semantics for specialized and overloaded functions which suffices to denotationally describe 

the semantics of nearly all object oriented languages. The implementation of the presented con

cepts in context of the functional language Refus [Sey94J shows that best-fit pattern matching 

is practical. However, there is some compile time overhead emerging from the required analysis 

of overlaps. We suggest to provide this analysis optionally at least for case expressions to trans

form such expressions given in best-fit style to first-fit style on programmers demand. In such 

a system the analysis method would serve as a tool to discover not considered or hidden cases. 

We point up that object oriented method overloading and dispatching can only given in best-fit 

style. 
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